Name_______________________________________________Hour__________Course___________________________

Unit 3 – Plush Concrete
Project Investigation & Plan
Investigate:
What is a hybrid?

What does it mean to make a hybrid art form?

What is form when referring to art?

Why is it better to have variety and complexity in art or life?

Why is it good to experiment?

What is the difference between the world of art and real life?

Name_______________________________________________Hour__________Course___________________________

Plan:
Think of an example of each of the following prompts and write it in the space provided:
Pop Culture
Social Issue
Metaphor
Don’t know any? Use the internet for research Don’t know any? Use the internet for research
(Ex. The girl is a rock)

Describe the characteristics and attributes of each of your ideas above.

Describe the characteristics and attributes of your chosen plush toy(s).

Brainstorm ways of creating a hybrid of your plush toy(s) and each of your descriptions from above. What will
it look like? Will you combine two or more “Plush Concrete” things together? Will you create your own forms
to later add to the “plush toy”? Will you use other materials along with your “Plush Concrete” to
communicate your sculptural message?

Circle the box with your best idea.

Name_______________________________________________Hour__________Course___________________________

Analyze:
How will you use Art Elements to create a Principle of Design in your sculpture?
Label and Define the 5 main Art Elements?
_____________
_______________
______________

Label and Define the 7 main Principles of Design?
_________
_________
__________ ___________

______________

___________

_______________

___________

_________

Pick one of each and analyze how the Element of Art will work to enhance the Principle of Design in your
sculpture idea.
_______________________________ is best brought out through the use of _________________________
Principle of Design
Art Element
How will you show this combination of art element and principle of design in your artwork? What will you
do?

How will you ensure your sculpture is aesthetically pleasing? What is Aesthetics?

